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Definitions of Genre

• a class of communicative events, the members of 
which share some set of communicative purposes, as 
defined by a discourse community

(Swales, 1990)

• a typified communicative action invoked in response 
to a recurrent situation; enacted through rules, 
enough of which must be invoked for the 
communicative action to be identified – within the 
relevant social community – as an instance of a 
certain genre 

(Yates & Orlikowski, 1992) 
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Genre and User’s Relevance Criteria

If searchers can relate genre to their relevance criteria,
then genre (as document descriptor) can be used to:

» constrain topical queries

» annotate search results

» other uses
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Genre as Document Descriptor

What genres should be used as document descriptors?

Criteria for genres:

– recognizable to users

– useful for searching

– predictable by machine-applied algorithm

How do we identify these genres?
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Developing a Recognizable Palette

Can we develop a genre palette that is recognizable to users?

Three studies 

1. survey of user terminology for web page genres in 

the .edu domain

2. user-based refinement of user terminology into a 

tentative genre palette

3. user validation of the genre palette
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Developing a Recognizable Palette

Study #1 of 3 - Survey of User Terminology

a “card sorting” exercise

3 participants individually separated 100 webpage 
printouts into stacks according to genre, assigning 
names and definitions to each genre.

48 genre names with definitions were collected.
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Genre Names and Definitions
A1. about short description of purpose or objectives of an organization

A2. abstract title and brief description and reference (one page)

A3. advice advice on how to deal with a situation

A4. article -1 something about a topic with supporting facts or opinions; tells a story 
somehow; not conversational

A5. article -2 several pages talking about something (not as time sensitive as enews; more 
topic focused rather than event focused

B1. bibliography page of pointers to books or articles; lists of pointers to papers, books, or other 
resources (that are usually on other sites)

B2. biography page primarily about a person

B3. blurb description page for a place or program (used to find out if you want to go there)

C1. card catalog reference to a titled work

C2. contact form for asking a question

C3. conversations, 
observations,or 
opinions opinions, stream of consciousness stuff, just talking

C4. course classes or programs offered for instructional purposes

C5. course description what's covered in a course; syllabus

C6. course list page that lists courses

D1. database for access to a database (a search engine)

D2. diaries, weblogs a personal narrative or time log of activities (not a biography)

or blogs
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E1. email form for sending email

E2. enews online articles

F1. FAQ frequently asked questions; questions may be links to answers; not interactive 
like a forum

F2. form page for entering info

F3. forum/interactive 
discussion archive one or more messages and/or responses that are viewable by an audience

F4. full-text index page pointing to full-text of a book or article or magazine or journal

H1. help assisting you to perform a task (like an FAQ, but links are topics, not questions)

H2. history like "reference" but about the past

H3. homepage mission statement and table of contents for an organization

I1. indices/table of 
contents/links page which is primarily a list of links

I2. instructional recipe to follow a task

J1. job listing describes one or more jobs that are available

J2. joke story intended to be funny

N1. navigation top-level pages with list of links (to same site)

N2. news index headers for online articles (enews postings)

N3. newsletter fairly current news for an organization or a group

Genre Names and Definitions
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P1. personal website page that somebody writes about themselves

P2. picture/photo page primarily containing a picture with few or no words

P3. poetry contains a poetry or similar wordplay

P4. product for sale page from an online store

P5. program description describing educational programs

P6. publications, bulletins, 
newsletters information published about/by various organizations; collection of 

articles (or links to articles)

R1. reference detailed facts about a subject

R2. registration form for registration

R3. resume for looking for a job

R4. review short description of literature, art, TV, etc.

S1. search start place to type-in key words and search

S2. shopping for purchasing products

S3. speech text of a speech

S4. story shorter prose than reference, complete in itself, fiction or non-fiction

S5. syllabus course syllabus

W1. welcome page starting page (does not have to be the "top" page in a site)

XX. SUGGEST YOUR OWN

Genre Names and Definitions
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Developing a Recognizable Palette

Study #2 of 3 – User-based Refinement of Terminology

a classification exercise

10 participants individually classified 100 webpage 
printouts (same as in the previous study) using the 48 
genres (plus a “suggest your own”) category

a palette of 18 genre names and definitions was created
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1 article something about a topic, often with supporting facts or opinions

2 course description what's covered in a course; syllabus

3 course list page that lists courses

4 diary, weblog or blog a personal narrative or time log of activities (not a biographical article)

5 FAQ/Help frequently asked questions, or assistance in helping you perform a task; questions 
may be links to answers, or topics may be links to assistance; not interactive like a 
forum

6 form page primarily for entering and submitting information (other than a search engine)

7 forum/interactive 
discussion archive one or more messages and/or responses that are viewable by an audience

8 index/table of 
contents/links a page which is primarily a list of links or text items ordered (usually alphabetically) so 

that a list item can be found easily, AND the page does not belong to any of the other 
categories

9 job listing describes one or more jobs that are available

10 other instructional 
materials materials (other than a syllabus) used in teaching course, including but not limited to 

tests, quizzes, assignments, answer keys, etc.

11 personal website page (possibly a homepage) that somebody writes about oneself (but not a 
biographical article)

12 picture/photo page primarily containing a picture or pictures with few or no words (other than 
captions)

13 poetry contains poetry or similar wordplay

14 product for sale
/shopping for purchasing products (not a product review article)

15 search start page primarily to enter key words and search a database; a search engine

16 speech text of a speech

17 welcome/homepage starting page (does not have to be the "top" page in a site); may contain introductory 
information about a specific organization, department, program, etc. and a table of 
contents

18 none of the above page that definitely does not fit into any of the above categories
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Developing a Recognizable Palette

Study #3 of 3 – User Validation of the Genre Palette

an online classification exercise

257 participants each classified a new set of 55 
webpages using the 18-genre palette.

Measure of Recognizability:

Consensus – for a given page, highest percentage of 

participant votes of any single genre
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Developing a Recognizable Palette
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Developing a Recognizable Palette

Study #3 of 3 – User Validation of the Genre Palette

Average consensus for the 55 pages: 71.9%

Consensus per Page
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Participant Feedback

59 left comments specifically about their experience.

Several made comments about the general ease of the task. 

• “For most pages a first glance was all that was needed.”

• “Most of the categorizations just seemed obvious and instant to me.”

• “The categorization task was pretty straight-forward.”

• “For the most part the selections were pretty clear.”

• “Most of the sites seemed terribly obvious……Again, this all seemed 
so obvious I'm wondering what you were looking for. Maybe less 
experienced users have trouble with this?”

• “With my web experience, usually one scroll down the page was 
enough to tell what the site was.”
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Participant Feedback

Many (including some who made the previous comments) 
indicated that there were some pages that were 
problematic to categorize 

• “I had some trouble fitting sites into categories provided.”

• “The list of categories was daunting and difficult to navigate.”

• “Categorizing web pages, though, is extremely difficult because of the 
great variety of information out there. “

• “The only problem I had was that some did not fit categories neatly.”

• “As with all things, some web pages are quite hard to categorize. They 
don't fit into an established mold.”

• “Some pages are very confusing in the way they are designed and it is 
difficult to determine exactly what is the goal or intent of the various 
pages.”
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Participant Feedback

Participants sometimes reported specific problems.

• “I found it difficult to categorize pages which I felt fit multiple categories 

where both seem equally prominent, e.g. What is a home page with a 

search engine on it?”

• “…the personality test used a form, so I classified it as a form, but I 

wouldn't say its primary /purpose/ was to function as a form. If "quiz" 

were an option, that would be more accurate.”. 

• “i didn't know whether an abstract for an article counted as an article or 

if it should be "none of the above". one page provided a link to the 

actual article, so i chose article.”

• “Didn't know how to rate personal information in the context of 

institutional setting.”
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Participant Feedback

Participants found some genres to be vague or ambiguous:  

• “I categorized a lot of the pages as "other instructional materials." It 
might help to make this category more clear or to split it out into more 
well-defined subcategories.”

• “"Article" category seemed to be a bit ambiguous. Usually one thinks of 
an "article" as referring to well-developed paragraphs about a topic. 
But the description here said "information about a topic", so would a 
webpage that, say, lists the properties of hydrogen, be considered an 
article?”

• “I found the welcome/homepage a bit disconcerting. Many pages 
seemed that they were welcome pages, but definitely not homepages, 
whereas others were in fact homepages.”

• “It was hard to decide whether some pages were course lists or 
descriptions because they were lists with mini-desciptions.”
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Conclusion

With refinements and user validation, it seems possible 

to build a recognizable genre palette for web pages (at 

least in the .edu domain).
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Thank you!

Questions


